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About Us
With over 90 years of Caswell International heritage and 15,000+ ranges fielded worldwide, InVeris Training 
Solutions brings the industry’s best gun range design, development, installation and support experience to 
every job site. InVeris has all the resources you need under one roof to guide you through the processes of 
range design, development and management.

It’s easy for shooting range developers to feel overwhelmed with questions about courseware, ventilation, lead 
abatement, general environmental concerns, zoning regulations, proper range equipment -- the list seems 
endless. Rest assured that our team of experts, from engineering to sales, will streamline this process. We can 
help guide you through every step, from the research and bid process through range design, construction and 
maintenance, well after your range is completed.

With range planning expertise comes the most reliable shooting range products in the industry for judgmental 
training, use of force simulation, home invasion training, and many other virtual training needs, including:

• Portable simulators and trainers
• Target carriers, target retrieval systems
• Live fire screens
• Range control devices
• Steel and rubber bullet traps
• Shooting stalls
• Ballistic baffles and walls
• Mobile ranges
• Ventil ation systems
• Shoot houses
 

To learn more, contact InVeris Training Solutions

ITS-LESales@inveristraining.com 

+1-678-288-1090

inveristraining.com
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Introduction
InVeris Training Solutions offers a complete live-fire range solution. With our 
all-encompassing turnkey service, InVeris professionals will design, equip 
and provide training for your best-in-class live-fire range on time and within 
budget, meeting your end users’ requirements. Whether you need an indoor 
or outdoor range or a target system upgrade, you can trust InVeris Training 
Solutions to deliver a stellar product each and every time.

Reputation 
InVeris is the global leader in shooting range installations. InVeris has more than 
15,000 live-fire ranges fielded internationally. Our total installations exceed any 
other supplier. No one else comes close. Each day, military, law enforcement and 
security organizations throughout the world use InVeris shooting range equipment 
to conduct their marksmanship training.

Knowledge
In the specialized world of shooting range training, you can rely on InVeris’ 
experience and expertise. Simply put, we develop the right training environment for 
your needs. That’s because InVeris’ experienced sales and project management 
representatives provide personal attention to project details. Our salaried team 
members put the customer’s best interest first, undistracted by the need for 
commissions. This specialized professional assistance means you have the 
industry’s best resources available for your entire project.

Innovation
InVeris builds on a pioneering heritage to ensure a dedication to constant 
innovation. Since 1926, InVeris has supplied the best equipment to prepare for real-
world challenges: The first standardized/production steel and rubber bullet trap 
technologies. The XWT, the industry’s first wireless, 360º turning target retrieval 
system, now in its fourth generation. The XWT ProImage™ projected target and 
video scoring system, providing still image and video targetry for indoor shooting 
ranges. InVeris makes training more accurate, efficient and realistic while assuring 
shooter safety and a logical sustainment path.



Durability, survivability, 
reliability 
InVeris designs and builds shooting range equipment to last. From the onset, we 
design our range components for a long service life, requiring minimal intervention. 
Our engineering capabilities translate innovative designs into durable, reliable and 
high-quality products and systems up to ISO certification. Even with the harshest 
conditions, our installations continue to perform successfully, year in and year out. 
We routinely ship spare parts and upgrades to systems dating back more than 
20 years. In fact, we still receive orders for bullet trap replacement parts for installations more than four 
decades old. Service personnel, as well as law enforcement officers, benefit from this proven “military-
grade” equipment. As a result, you can spend less time maintaining and more time training. 

Total turnkey 
commitment  
InVeris backs your shooting ranges and target systems end to end, from design, 
manufacturing and installation, to project assistance and 24/7 customer service. 
Regardless of the size and scope of your project, InVeris offers you one contract, 
one vendor and one point of contact. Our professionals streamline the process, 
making it easier and more efficient to complete the project and meet your goals. 
For example, we can install a complete indoor range in less than 120 days, start 
to finish. Finally, long after installation is complete, you can trust our dedicated and capable customer 
service group, frequently acclaimed by customers as “the best in the business.” You can access our tech 
support hotline anytime, from anywhere in the world, by email, phone or fax. Throughout the life of your 
system, we will provide trouble-shooting guidance and the latest product upgrades, along with expedited 
order and delivery of spare and replacement parts. As a further sign of our commitment, we also offer 
insurance and bonding capability.

Ready your range for success. To discuss your range needs, please call us at +1 800 813 9046, email  
ITS-LESales@inveristraining.com, or visit inveristraining.com.
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